Institutional Distinctiveness

Mission of the Institute is “To develop Technocrats with Awareness of Socio economic needs for sustainable growth”.

To achieve this mission, Institute continuously working for sustainable development and produce the engineers with socio economic values.

To serve the nation through implementing the technical advancement in the social projects has always been on the priority list for the institute. To serve the purpose Department of Civil Engineering of the institute had been involved in the Design, Analysis and Managing water resources and peripheral projects catering the need of villagers and local authorities. We have been involved in Design of Village water supply schemes of more than hundred villages.

The program objective is to provide appropriate technology solution to the Industry. Designing the rural water supply scheme fulfills the objective by providing the detailed solutions to the drinking water problem of the villagers. The Civil engineering department has senior faculty in the area of water resources engineering. Hence it has been appointed as a third party inspection authority for checking works of soil and water conservation carried out by non-government organization for Dhule district.

Hot weather conditions and sun shines are available nearly throughout the year. Considering the same, Mechanical Engineering Department focuses on research in the field of Solar Energy. Many projects of designing, manufacturing and testing of solar cookers and concentrators are carried out by the department.

Student involved in social work by organizing visit to the oldage home, dumb and deaf students school to help them. Institute organized rock show “Wings of Fire” as a charity event for Kerala Flood Relief fund.

Institute producing technocrats with awareness of nearby society.